We analyse a large mobile phone activity dataset provided by Telecom Italia for the Telecom Big Data Challenge contest. The dataset reports the international country codes of every call/SMS made and received by mobile phone users in Milan, Italy, between November and December 2013, with a spatial resolution of about 200 meters. We first show that the observed spatial distribution of international codes well matches the distribution of international communities reported by official statistics, confirming the value of mobile phone data for demographic research. Next, we define an entropy function to measure the heterogeneity of the international phone activity in space and time. By comparing the entropy function to empirical data, we show that it can be used to identify the city's hotspots, defined by the presence of points of interests. Eventually, we use the entropy function to characterize the spatial distribution of international communities in the city. Adopting a topological data analysis approach, we find that international mobile phone users exhibit some robust clustering patterns that correlate with basic socio-economic variables. Our results suggest that mobile phone records can be used in conjunction with topological data analysis tools to study the geography of migrant communities in a global city.
Introduction
A city is a complex system shaped by the continuously evolving interactions among its inhabitants and visitors. The recent availability of a profusion of data generated by human behavior and collected through pervasive sensors has motivated a strong and renewed interest for the study of urban spaces, building upon an established research tradition [, ] . Indeed, the new possibilities opened up by the current technological advances in data gathering and processing have led to the definition of a new age for the Science of Cities [] .
Nowadays, through the analysis of large amounts of real-time user-generated data it is possible to obtain new insights into the living conditions of a city and understand its transformations. Recently, such research has gained great popularity leading to a number of studies that leverage on urban data to monitor a city's life and structure. In particular, a major finding in this field has been the discovery that many diverse socio-economic properties of cities, from personal income to gasoline consumption, follow a power law function of population size with scaling exponents that fall into distinct universality classes [-] . Analogously, similar scaling relations have been shown to hold for the social connectivity of individuals in a city [] . Such empirical evidence has further motivated the development of several theoretical attempts to explain the observed regularities of cities [-] paving the way to a -yet to come -scientific theory of cities [] .
Within this context, studies of human behavior in the urban space have been strongly promoted by the availability of mobile phones call detail records (CDRs) of millions of users in different countries. Mobile phone data have been shown to be an invaluable source of information to extract individual mobility patterns at a high spatial resolution [, ] . Using mobile phone data, it has been possible to study migratory and commuting movements, both in industrialized [] and developing countries [] , with applications ranging from disaster management [, ] to infectious disease epidemiology [-] . Moving beyond the analysis of human movements, recent works have shown that mobile phone data can be useful to study metropolitan land use [-] and, more in general, can provide some quantitative measures to classify cities in terms of their polycentrism, by identifying a city's hotspots and monitoring their stability over time [] .
In this paper, we deal with the study of urban spaces through the analysis of mobile phone records by focusing on a specific subset of mobile phone users, that is those with strong international links, which typically charecterise short and long term migrant communities and those travelling to a city as tourists or for work. More precisely, we analyse a high-resolution dataset of mobile phone records collected in Milan, which has the most populous metropolitan area in Italy, that reports the international code of all calls and text messages sent and received by a user over a two-month period. Based on such call records, collected at a very high spatial and temporal resolution, we define an entropy function that measures the level of heterogeneity in the number of distinct countries -identified by their international phone code -that are present in the activity record of a city's neighborhood. By analysing the spatial and temporal features of such entropy function, we aim to identify locations that attract the most visitors and characterize how international communities occupy and make use of the urban spaces.
In particular, here we show and discuss how an entropy measure of the phone activity can be used to: (i) recognize the most attractive locations for tourists and visitors in the city, as indicated by the presence of point of interests; (ii) characterize the spatial distribution of diverse communities, recognizing -in conjunction with information obtained from topological data analysis -the different use of the metropolitan area made by visitors and residents. Additionally, we discuss how our proposed method can be advantageous with respect to only using the volume of mobile phone activity for similar analyses.
The paper is structured as follows: in Section  we describe the main features of the dataset under study; in Section  we link the diversity arising from mobile phones activity aggregates to the population diversity of Milan; in Section  we introduce an entropy measure to quantify the diversity of mobile phones activity and present the results obtained by analysing its properties; in Section  we describe how a topological data analysis based on persistent homology is able to discriminate between resident and visiting foreigners in the city, once a spatial entropy-activity distribution has been properly defined. Finally, we conclude and discuss our results.
The Python code that has been used to perform the data analysis of this work is available at the following repository: http://github.com/micheletizzoni/Bajardi-et-al-EPJDS-. 
Dataset description
The dataset has been provided by Telecom Italia in the context of the 'Telecom Big Data Challenge' [] and contains the mobile phone activity records -including both SMS and calls made or received -of all users in the Milan area (Italy) during a time span of two months, from November  to December , . Data is aggregated over a  minutes interval and is geolocalized on a grid of  ×  squares covering the city metropolitan area with a resolution of about  meters (map shown in Figure A ). Traffic volume data has been provided with the same arbitrary units for text messages and calls. In this way, the provider assured both quantities to be directly comparable.
In our study, we focused on a specific information provided with the dataset, that is, the list of international country phone codes that are present in the activity record of each cell, with their corresponding traffic volume, for every -minutes time slice. As expected, the vast majority (% of the total traffic) of the mobile phone activity is exchanged between Italian phone numbers; there is however a relatively small but very heterogeneous fraction of calls involving foreign phone numbers. During the three-month period,  different country codes appeared in the activity record indicating the presence of many foreigners in the city. Indeed, Milan is a diverse city with a long immigration history and a number of communities of foreigners originating from several developing countries. Moreover, Milan is a popular destination for tourist and business reasons, with important cultural attractions and hosts the headquarters of several multinational companies (the Province of Milan alone accounts for about % of the national GDP).
Mapping the diversity of mobile phones activity
Following the above considerations, it is reasonable to argue that mobile phones data could be used as a proxy to measure the diversity of the resident population living in the city without having to resort to census data. It is clear, however, that mobile phones data accounts also for individuals who are not permanent residents and, therefore, cannot be tracked by census. Furthermore, the estimation of the population diversity using mobile phones data will be biased by different usage patterns between different demographic groups []. To quantify the extent to which mobile phones data can be used as a proxy for estimating the diversity of the city population, we compared the list of countries ranked by their cumulative calling activity records with the nationalities of residents ranked by their prevalence as reported in the local census in the year  [] . As shown in Table  ,  out of the top  countries ranked by phone traffic volume are also present in the top nationalities according to the census data. The Kendall tau correlation between the ranked vectors of nationalities equals . (p < .), showing a strong and significant correlation between the two rankings. To further investigate the correlation between mobile phones and census, we also compared the rankings of the different nationalities emerging from the two datasets at a finer spatial resolution.
Aggregating the cells at the NIL level (namely, Nuclei di identità locale -a subdivision of the urban area comprising  neighborhoods) and summing the whole traffic over the entire period of observation, we built for every NIL a vector of country-specific activities. Neighborhoods for which no census data was available (mostly parks and peripheral neighborhoods) were dropped, leaving a total of  NILs. We then evaluated for each NIL the Kendall's tau rank correlation coefficient between the sorted list of resident foreigner population and the sorted vector of mobile phones traffic from/to foreign countries. Each test led to statistically significant correlations (p < .), with the exception of one NIL (the least populous one) for which no significant correlation was found between mobile phones and census rankings. For each of the remaining neighborhoods, as shown in Figure B, the Kendall's tau value was larger than .. More specifically, it was larger than . for  (%) of the NILs with median value . and % reference range [.-.], showing that mobile phones data can be used as a first order proxy to study the distribution of the resident foreign population even at a finer spatial resolution.
Entropy of mobile phone activity
Raw activity aggregates, although useful as shown in the previous section, suffer from noise and biases originating from different kinds of overlapping activities from residential, tourist and working centers. Furthermore, activity aggregates fail to convey information about the specificity and the diversity of the activity at the finest spatial and temporal levels. For these reasons, following previous approaches [] we defined an entropy measure to quantify the heterogeneity of a single cell activity pattern and infer specific spatial and temporal characteristics of the corresponding urban area.
Definition
We define an entropy function on every cell of the Milan grid to measure the heterogeneity of the mobile phone activity in terms of the country codes that are present in the cell's temporal activity record. As a matter of notation, we represent the raw activity values as a time-dependent multi-dimensional matrix A i,c (t) where i runs over the grid ids, c refers to the country where the traffic was directed to or originating from, and t is the temporal dimension that can be tuned to different granularities (hourly, daily, etc.). Omitting the temporal dependency, we define the probability of observing a mobile phone activity related to a given country c in a cell i as p i,c = A i,c / c A i,c and thus the entropy as:
As sketched in Figure A , a cell where the activity is evenly distributed among many countries will have a large entropy value suggesting that the phone traffic origin or destination is highly unpredictable, while if most of the activity is related to one or few countries only, the entropy will assume lower values. In the following we will use different temporal aggregations, considering both the activity over the whole period or on a daily basis, resulting in an overall entropy value for a given cell or in an entropy time series, respectively. Figure B shows some examples of daily entropy time series. From the plot it is possible to distinguish between two main qualitative behaviors of the entropy function: on the one hand, some cells display a high and steady entropy value over the course of the observed period (e.g. cells  and ), on the other hand, some cells display a lower entropy value with distinct weekly pattern, where entropy gets smaller during weekends (e.g. cells  and ). The first type of behavior is usually found in busy or central areas of the city, such as the central railway station, the Linate airport or in proximity of tourist attractions. The latter type of behavior is more typical of strictly residential and working areas, such as the University of Milan and the city outskirts. 
Entropy and point of interests
A way to corroborate the hypothesis that high entropy areas can identify the busiest and most attractive locations is to compare the entropy distributions of different locations against an independent measure of their importance. To this aim, we considered the presence of point of interests (POIs) according to the popular travel website TripAdvisor indicating that attractive locations are also trivially characterized by a high calling volume.
To examine how the entropy measure can add some useful information to this picture, we analysed the distributions of both daily activity and daily entropy in the presence or absence of points of interests. As shown in Figure  , we found that the correlation between phone activity volume and entropy is not trivial and, more remarkably, most of the locations with points of interests (in red) are characterized by both high entropy and high activity and clustered in a relatively small region of the activity-entropy space. To provide a quantitative measure of the information added by the entropy, we trained a classification model based on a support vector machine (SVM) to automatically identify a cell with POIs. The values of the decision function are shown in Figure  In the end, our results indicate that the entropy function of Equation () not only represents a reliable measure of a location attractiveness but could be effectively used to refine those methods that identify the hotspots of a city, based only on the raw activity volume.
Entropy outliers
Given the definition of entropy provided by Equation (), for every cell i and for every time step t (in the following, a daily resolution is chosen) we are able to measure a certain entropy value and starting from the original dataset we recover , entropy time series. By calculating a modified z-score where mean and standard deviation are replaced by the median and the median absolute deviation values [], we are able to systematically detect the days when the entropy profile shows a significantly different behavior than usual. An entropy outlier may be triggered by an unexpected increase or decrease in the mobile phone activity inwards/towards foreign locations. The rationale behind the automatic detection of outliers is to use the entropy level as a fingerprint to characterize an urban area, where the outlying points indicate some exceptional events occurring in that location.
In Figure A the fraction of detected outliers is shown for every day of observation. An overall pattern emerges: during the weekends and Christmas holidays, the number of cells with an exceptional activity profile increases. In Figure B we observe that less than one fourth of the cells has an unexpected activity during the two months period of observation, and among them, more than % shows only one outlier. On the other hand, there are  cells with  or more outlying days in terms of entropy profiles. Such cells are located either in low-activity areas, which are more prone to entropy fluctuations, or close to important crossroads probably representative of a genuine special activity.
Beyond the overall patterns, we georeferenced the outlying activity cells and we mapped in Figure C both the median outlying day per cell and the number of outlying days per cell. The majority of darker cells -corresponding to late December -remarks the abundance of outlying activity close to the Christmas holidays, probably generated by the increasing presence of tourists and by the disruption of the typical workday patterns.
Monitoring large-scale events
Here, we demonstrate how it is also possible to leverage on the raw mobile phone's activity to monitor large-scale events in real-time. On December ,  an important football match between AC Milan and the Dutch team of AFC Ajax was hosted in Milan. Analysing the mobile phone data, we found some entropy outliers (see Figure S in the Additional file ) close to the airport, the stadium and few other places around the city. In order to investigate the crowd displacements at a finer temporal scale, we focused on the raw mobile phones activity (sum of calls and sms) related to traffic from/to the Netherlands aggregated over -hour intervals. For every time interval, the most active  cells are shown on the map (Figure ) , color coded according to the recorded activity with an orange-to-blue gradient associated to low-to-high traffic. Since the mobile phone activity clearly follows strong circadian patterns, every snapshot is normalized on the hourly activity and therefore the maps describe the geolocated predominant presence of Dutch communication for every time window and the magnitude of such activity can not be directly compared among different maps.
Assuming that the majority of mobile phones activity from/to the Netherlands is linked to the presence of Dutch supporters, it is possible to monitor the geo-temporal movements of the crowd in the urban area. Before  am the recorded activity accounts for less than % of the total daily activity and the cells are quite scattered over the city with some hotspots close to the railway stations. At  am, the most active cells are those close to the Linate airport, Porta Genova and Central railway stations, thus registering the arrival of the first Ajax's supporters. At  am a large activity is also registered on the top-left corner of the Milano grid, suggesting that a group of supporters is probably reaching the city from the Malpensa airport that is located on that side of the region, as well as a sustained activity still registered at Linate and at the several railway stations. During the central hours of the day, most of the supporters were probably visiting the city center and indeed the activity is scattered over that area. Approaching the match at - pm, a strong activity is observed at the underground stations close to the stadium and the stadium itself. During the hour preceding the match, most of the activity is located at the stadium while a very localized hotspot is observed at the San Carlo Borromeo Hospital and another one close to the Niguarda Hospital: we learned from the news that six Ajax supporters had been stabbed in a fight with AC Milan hooligans [] . During the football match (- pm) the majority of the activity is observed at the stadium, as expected, and soon after the end of the match the supporters left the area and came back to the city center.
Topological data analysis of international communities
Previous work exploited individual geolocated digital traces [] to study the different prominence and distribution of international communities within an English-speaking environment. The most intuitive proxy for migrant communities is the aggregated call and sms activity of a cell to/from another country, the natural implication being that a large activity toward a country c highlights the presence of a substantial population of nationals of c. However, activity alone hardly produces informative results. In fact, the scale of activity can vary wildly across different cells and therefore a large total activity in a cell might drown relevant signals from others. Figure A helps illustrating this point. Despite some variability driven by the number of country-specific foreigners, we find a common pattern that highlights the importance of the city center. Maps of activity are indeed strongly biased by the busiest places in terms of tourist attraction, business, etc. This in turn underlines the second shortcoming of using activity alone: activity is not able to discern how specific a cell's activity is to a certain country. Entropy, on the contrary, quantifies exactly this disparity. A cell that can be reliably associated with a country should thus display a low entropy, which implies that most of its activity belongs to a small number of countries, and large activity toward the selected country.
For each country c, we considered only the cells i that had activity A i,c > μ A c + σ A c and entropy z S i <z, where μ A c and σ A c are the first and second moment of the distribution of activity restricted to country c over all cells, and z S i is the entropy z-score of the ith cell. In the rest of the paper we used a threshold valuez = -, corresponding to an entropy that is  standard deviations smaller than the average entropy. We performed sensitivity testing by varyingz ∈ [-, -.] and we found that the patterns are robust under changes inz. Figure B shows that imposing these two constraints peculiar country-specific patterns emerge. Direct observation points to two main types of configurations:
• (single or multiple) spatially coherent clusters;
• spatially dispersed and annular clusters, with possible branching structures. It is tempting to try to characterize quantitatively the similarity between configurations of different countries and possibly use them to cluster countries according to them. However, the intrinsic noise in the dataset and the variability in the configurations' shapes require robust shape descriptors that allow for stretching, rotations, thinning and translations. Figure A provides an ideal example of this type of shape classification: given a point cloud ( Figure A top row) , the features that are topologically detectable in two dimensions are its connectedness and circularity. In this way, it is possible to discern structures that are qualitatively different such as the three examples shown (Figure A bottom row) . Persistent homology [] -a parametrised version of homology for data spaces -provides the main tool to detect and quantify these differences between point clouds.
For a given data space, persistent homology yields a description of its homological structure in terms of the properties of the homology generators along a series of successive approximations of the real dataset. For our purposes however, it will be sufficient to focus on two simple derived quantities, r  and r  .
The former, r  , measures the spatial coherency of the point cloud, in terms of the difference between the point cloud's diameter and the radius of the point neighborhoods necessary to obtain a single connected component. We normalize r  by the diameter in order to obtain a value in (, ).
The latter, r  , similarly conveys the large scale circularity of the point cloud by considering the ratio of the two largest circles obtained by gluing neighborhoods together. Since the formal definition these quantities requires some mathematical technicalities, we refer the interested reader to Section  in the Additional file . However, it is easy to see that the (r  , r  ) pairs calculated for the three examples are clearly distinct ( Figure B ) and correspond to intuitive description: the bullseye and the eye examples have larger spatial decoherence and circularity than the dots example, with the eye having the largest circularity, due to the bullseye's central cluster marring its symmetry.
We repeated the same analysis on entropy-activity filtered maps for all the countries, obtaining the complete list of (r  , r  ).
In line with the naive observations of Figure 
Discussion
In the past few years, the availability of detailed user-generated data has unveiled a tremendous potential for the development of computational social sciences [] . A fundamental contribution to this research field has derived from the analysis of mobile phones data, which has been proved to be an important source of information to study how people move [, ] and interact [, ], especially in a urban environment [, -].
In this work, we have studied a highly resolved dataset containing the international country codes of millions of anonymized and geo-referenced records of calls that have been made or received during a two-month period in the city of Milan, Italy. We focused our attention on the heterogeneity of the international codes appearing in the dataset in order to extract meaningful information about the spatial distribution and the land use related to the presence of migrant communities or tourist hubs in the city.
First, by comparing the frequency and the spatial aggregation of the international country codes to official census data, we have shown that mobile phones data can be used as a proxy for estimating the ranking of foreign residents of Milan up to the NILs level. This result generally confirms the value of mobile phones as a tool for demographic research [, ] and suggests the possibility to analyse mobile phone traffic to infer the population distribution of foreigners with a higher temporal and spatial resolutions than those typical of census surveys. In this respect, the advantage of using mobile phone data would be the relatively low cost compared to traditional expensive and time consuming surveys. On the other hand, mobile phone data can not be assumed to be fully representative of the population because there are differences in the use of mobile phones across demographic groups [] . Similar biases arise from the fact that mobile phones include individuals who are not permanent residents. A solution to overcome the biases related to such issues could be mixing the analysis of large-scale mobile phone datasets with the collection of small-sample surveys [] .
The use of an entropy measure to quantify the diversity of behavioral patterns and social interactions and the analysis of its relations with socio-demographic attributes has been the subject of previous studies [, ] . Here, we used it as a complementary measure to characterize the metropolitan spaces based on the heterogeneity of the country codes that appear in the calling records. Previous works showed that a larger diversity of social interactions was linked to high socio-economic levels [] . Here, we found that both high entropy and high calling activity identify the most attractive locations of a city. In particular, through a machine learning algorithm, we showed how the entropy function can be used to distinguish between those places that have a large calling volume but are not points of interests and those that are attractive for international visitors. This result suggests that the entropy function could be used in conjunction with more sophisticated methods [] to quantify how much foreigners contribute to the importance of a city's hotspot, distinguishing between locations that attract the natives and those that attract visitors. Moreover, our findings emphasize the fact that phone activity alone is not completely informative in the case of hotspots recognition. On the other hand, while the entropy is able to provide insights into the use of urban spaces, we also showed that mobile phone activity can be effectively used to monitor in real-time city-scale mass events. In this context, our results confirm previous works where mobile phones have been used to infer the crowd density during mass gatherings [] . In our case, we demonstrated how mobile phone data can provide very specific spatial and temporal trajectories of visitors from a given country (the Netherlands, in our case) during a mass gathering event. Similar situations are typical of large sport, artistic and religious events, whose management requires large coordinated efforts. The analysis of the football match also hinted at the possible use of entropy outliers to automatically detect unusual events. This is, however, only an hypothesis that needs further testing on a larger dataset to be verified.
The proposed characterization of different urban areas by means of an entropy function provides a helpful description of the locations where a large diversity of people tend to gather together. In our work, we outlined two distinct behaviors that can identify either tourist places, where many point of interests attract different foreigners, or residential areas where migrant communities are well consolidated. By using a topological classification based on persistent homology, we uncovered some significant regularities in the shape of foreign communities, as identified by a combination of lowentropy and high-activity cells. When described in terms of their topological indices, the nationalities associated to the call's destinations and sources outside Italy are clustered into two main groups. The first comprises low-income countries, whose topological spatial pattern displays a strong cyclic spatial distribution. The second group is formed by higher income countries, whose spatial distribution is scattered in small areas over the city. These results indicate that migrant communities from low income labour countries tend to aggregate in cohesive spatial structures that populate the city's residential areas, mainly scattered around the city centre. On the other hand, communities associated with higher income countries tend to reflect mostly tourist movements or highly specialized labour associated with central, high-entropy urban areas. In both cases, their spatial patterns are expected to be sparser and less structured. Our findings are in the direction predicted by the spatial assimilation theory [] and confirm the empirical observation that different socio-economic migrant conditions can show distinct spatial clustering patterns [] . In this context, our work opens the way to a completely new approach to the geography of immigrant communities within a city, based on topological data analysis, which could help to uncover a more refined classification for such communities.
Further research is needed to fully explore the potential applications of the proposed method and validate it. First of all, our work is limited by the fact that the dataset is restricted to one city. Thus, an extension of our analysis to different cities, both in developed and developing countries, is needed. Even if strong regularities are observed across cities [], each city has its own peculiar structure, such as being monocentric or polycentric [], and we may expect such features to affect the spatial distribution of the entropy function. Also, the attractiveness for foreigners may significantly vary across cities in the same country, leading to a more or less important contribution of foreign country codes to the mobile phone activity. In general, we expect our results to hold for large and diverse metropolitan areas, as in the case of Milan. Finally, our work is affected by the limited period over which data has been collected, because a two-month record is not sufficient to uncover long-term trends in the activity of users. In particular, a longer time frame is necessary to better define the presence of outliers in the entropy distribution and possibly link them with the recognition of unusual events.
